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STATIC BRITTLE-FRACTURE lNITIATlON AT
NET STRESS 407. OF YIELD

— Brih!le j%zcture ofunwelded steel plate is initiated

for the jirst time in the laboratory under controlled conditions at

average net stresses well below yield level

BYC. MY LO NAS, D.C. DRUCKERANDJ. D. BRIJNTON

ABSTRACT. St.ntic I“rrictures which are
brittle from the st,art arc cvklcmce or lack
01ductilitv at the ~oint of rmck initi~tion
and occur-at low average net stress. Past
static tests, in fmiling gmerfdly to repro-
duce the phenomenon of brittle-fracture
initiation, showed thwt undamaged steel
plate under adverse noich conditions has
suilcieut ductility to allow general yield-
ing before fracturing. Static initiation of
brittle fracture can bc ~chicvcd by an
additio Iml exhausflon of ductility, I?or
this purpose, a steel of high transition
temperature was subjmted io various types
of prestraining. The best results were
aohicved by precompressing ~/A–in.thick
10-in. square plates with machined notches
so a~ to produce lw’~e pl :Ai c strains at the
notch roots.

When tested in central st~tic tension al
a temperc,ture below the transition range,
these pl~tcs fractured at average net
stresses well below yield level. The low-
est c,vcmge stress at fracture was 36‘j of
virgin yield. Thus, for the first time
brittle fracture of unwelded steel plate
has been initiated in the laboratory under
controlled crmdi tions at such 1ow stress.
The conditions at fr~cturc indicate that
energy theories are useless or inapplicable
in the problem of fracture initiation.
Finally, residud stresses are ~hown to bc
of little importance when ductility is
ample. When embritt]ement is exce&ive,
they only hasten a fracture which would
have occurred at low applied stress in the
absence of residual stress.

Introduction

The problcrc of the brittle Ir:wture of
steels which, under the usual favorable
circumstances, appear to have sufficient
strength and ductility, is far from solved
or even clearly under-stood. Smwra]
theories have been proposed on this
subject, but all have serious limitations. *
Thus, it has been found in practice ancl

confirmfid by theory that the severity

C. Mylonas is Associato I?rofcssor, D. C. Drucker,
Professor aml Chairman and J. D. Brunton,
Research Awocinte, Division of Engineering,
Brown University, Providence, R. I.

The results in this paper were obtiained in the
course of research epon~orcd by the Ship Struc-
ture Committee under contrs,c$ NOb~ 65917
with the Bureau of Ships, Ilqmrtmcnt of Navy.

* ‘The literature on the subject 01 brittle frac-
ture is too numerous to be mentioned in detail.
Generml presentations and discussions of the
theories are given in references 1 and 2. Refer-
ence 3 discusses most of the work pres.cntcd up
to 1954.

of rr notch enhances the occurrmce of
brittle fracture. It has also been shown
that a statistical correlation exists be-
tween the tmnpcrature of steel at the
time the h-rwlmre strrrts and the enl-
piricrd sta,ndard cl’ brittle transition
tmnpcrzkure (espm;izdly as defined by
energy absorption in the Charpy V-
notch impact test). These results have
he~ped select better steels and improve
design and fabrication procedures so as
to reduce significantly the occurrence of
brittle fracture. S,4

Nevertheless, smmral import aut
points remain to be explainpd.1’3 One
of th~m is the quivocal beha,vior of
steel with respect to the initiation 0[
brittle fracture rLsdistinct from its prop-
agation. Experimcrhs, s–7 as well as
actual fractures, have shown that a crock
onm started will, under suitable con-
ditions, propagate at high speed at nom-
inal stress levels considerably smaller
than yield and lower than the nom-
inal Nm3ssespresent in marry succws-
fully operating structures.1‘L How-
cvm-, contrary to all theories of the
Griffith type, centrally loaded symmetri-
cal plates of sound steel, having even the
longest and sharpest cracks and tem-
peratures below brittle transition, gen-
erally were not Iouncf IN fracture before
the average strr+ssover the net section
reached yield levell’3, 11and appreciable
plmtic deformation occurred, 1‘3 unless
an exceptionally severe impact was pro-
ducfid at the notch’ ‘ or cm artificially
highly embrittled area facilitated the
initiation of cracking.~B7

The conditions of initiation 01 actual
in-service fractures were differerrt, how-
ever. The over-all stresses clearly were
well below yield in some instances12 and
the evidence is strong that they wmc 10w
in many of the srxvice failures. Fur-
thermore, as a rule, there is little visible
plastic deforrnationl” irr the region of
fracture initiation.

The inability of notched plates of
sound steel to fracture statically in the

laboratory at net overage stresses below
yirkf has sometimes led to the opinion
that hi@l over-all stresses misted in all
Strll(;tllre$that f:~ih+d. The low Avmxe

net-strms fractures obtoincd in the tests
dmcr-ibed in tlw present pap~r und~r corr-
ditions uot udike those in Mtual struc-
tures, tirv suiticiellt proof that service
frficturcs can and very likely often do
start lt low over-all stress lcvck.

The difficulty of initiation as com-
pared to the case of propfig~tion of frac-
ture rmuybc seen rwa barrier: once this
barrim is ovmcomc, frortur? may prop-
a~~tc rmily. ~abrimtion find serv-
ice+ conditions responsibh: for the lower-
ing of this 1Iigh initiation barrier are in-
compldwly known. Thus, the existing
theories MLI1neither explain why brittle
fracture hacl not been initiated at low
static average stress nor irrdicate quan-
titatively the conditions which would
m:tke such initiation possible.

The difference between brittle initia-
tions of fracture and those where general
yi~lding first occurs can be cxplriined
easily in terms of thc over-all stresses
producing them. I, 2.II In :~ symme~ri-
mlly loaded plate subjected to central
static loading, the roots of sharp notches
yield at low nominal stress, but the strain
m their vicinity remains quite small be-
cause it is contained by surrounding ma-
terial stressed clasticdly (i ,e., v-ith small
strains). ThR n~ighborhood 01the roots
develops large strains (more tlran a fcw
pm-cent) only when the whole section
yields. Consequently, fractures which
are brittk at the point of origin indicate
an inability of We steel at the notch
roots to withstand the small plastic de-
I’ommtion demanded from it at low
average stress. Conversely, the fracture
which initiates when the average stress
Ievcl is low-involves smfill plastic strains
and is of the brittle type h-em the start.
Thus, in an experiment, a low average
net strrss at frmcture, although it is not
the cause of fracture, is an obvious crite-. .
rion for the brittleness of fracture mltla-
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Fig. 1 1O-in. test plate with plastic hinges

Experiments where general yield-
ing (i.e., net average stress cd yield level)
precedes fracture cannot help to explain
or to understand the phenomenon of
brittle-fracture initiation, because they
do not correspond tothebrittle in-serv-
ice initiations of fracture they are sup-
posed to simulate.

The object of the tests described in the
present paper was to initiate fractures ~t
low average static stress under con-
trolled conditions and so permit study of
theproblem. According totheprevious
discussion, fracture initiation at IOU,
average static stress may be achieved
with steel lacking the small amount of
ductility required at the notch roots at
low average stresses. But even poor
but undamaged steels with the most
severe stress raisers or constraints w-ere
found to exhibit sui%cient ductility so as
to break only at central static loads 01’
yield level. It must be concluded that
brittle-fracture initiation will be en-
hanced and the initiation barrier will bc
lowered under conditions which pro-
duce fracture at smaller strains, hence
in general have the effect ofareduction
or “exhaustion” ojductility in the region
of fracture initiation.

Recent work of considerable impor-
tance has thrown new light on the
problem of fracture. It shows the

—

Fig. 2 Test plate showing plastic
hinges

possibility that brittle-fracture initiw
tion dep&ds on the dcvclopmcnt of a
critical stress se~-eral times larger than
the static yield stress just below the root
of a notch or crack, and that this may-
be achieved at very high stress rates in
combination with low- temperatures.
This work isinfu]lagreement with the
opinion of the present and earlier
papers, 1,2 that independently Of the

true cause of fracture, its “brittleness”
or “ductility” can be judged by the
average net stress criterion. However,
this work docs not seemto explain the
cause of initiation of “brittle” fractu~w
in plates under static loading and at
rnodcrately low temperatures, since
even with the greater constraints of a
round bar with a deep circumferential
groove, I’ractures could not be produced
at a temperature of —1lO” I? with rates
of nominal net stress application lower
than about 3 X 106 psi/see, and at a
temperature of –25” F with even the
highest applied stress rate of 1.5 X 10’
psi/see. To explain such fractures o~e
must still consider conditions which wdl
make possible the initiation of fracture
at smaller overall strains.

The factors reducing the ductility
have been extensively studied~3,4
mainly by the amount they raise the em-
pirical standard of brittle-trwmition

2

tcnmcrature. None of thcm ~cncrallv
had’been sufficient to initiate l~borator~
fractures at low net average stress, at
least not when present in the amounts
which are accepted as existing in actual
structures and which have been found to
raise tlm brittle-transition temperature
well beyond the dangerous levels. Such
[actors are an originally high transition
tempers,t,ure of the virgin steel plate,
welds, notches, sheared or punched
edges, 17prestrain and test temperatures

below brittle transition. The eifect of
residual stresses is not certain, but as dis-
cussed later appears to be small. In
particular, since no static test using un-
damaged steel had achieved low--stress
fractu~es, it was felt that some factors
acting during construction or service
might produce suiIicient additional em-
brittlement or reduction of ductil~t~ so
as to permit low-stress fracture mltia-
tion. Welding, sheared edges, and the
several possible types of prcstraining
were good possibilities. J?restraining
seenmd an important but insufficiently
explored factor. It can greatly em-
brittlc steel but follows unknown corm
plicated path-dependent and tem-
perature-dependent anisotropic laws of
strain hardening. In the present tests,
all these factors were used singly or in
combination in an effort to achieve the



greatwt exhaustion of ductility but, in
genoml, without severely i+xcewiing the
conditions cncountcrcd in past or prment
construction pmct~cc or servme. Onc(?
success wws mchicvcd, tlw conditions

were changed to cm-respond better to
possible conditions in actual structures.

Description of the Tests

Steel

A i/1-in. pedigree rimmed project

steel “E,” of high brittlr-transition
range was u;ed in all tests. lts typical
composition and properties were as
shown in Tid]le 1.

The mechanical properties in the par-
allel and trzmsvwsti directions to rolling
dicl not differ significantly.

Plates with Compressive Presirain

Most of the tests reported in this
paper were made on ‘/i-in. thick, 10-in.
squfire plates mmhine notched (~xcept
I’orthe first 5 which wtirepunch notched)
on the sides pwmllcl to the direction of
rolling and wekled to plastically yielding
steel hinges for testing in tension (Figs.
1 and 2). J+fore welding, the notched
plates were subjected to various
mnounts 01 prcstrain in compression in

the rolling direction. The compressive
deformation was measured over a length
2 in. across the notch on the -@tc edge
ond over 1 in. at the notch root on the
plate faces (Fig. S). Buckling was pre-
vented by two 1I/l-in. thick plates sup-
porting the compressed plate, one
against each face. Friction was re-
duced by lubrication. Strain aging was
minimized by keeping the plates at
– 25” F in a special freezer up to the
time of testing, except for a period not
excwding a day needed for welding on
the hinges and covering the test plate
with 2-in. thick foam-plastic insulation.
The test results of all plates with com-
pressive prestmin arc given in Table 2
(lO-in. wide plates).
Testing

‘he insulated plates were taken di-
rectly from the freezer to the testing ma-
chine, and they were pulled some ten
minutes later when the temperature had
risen to about —5 to —10” 1+,which is
below the lower end of the transition

Table 1—Composition and Properties
of “E” See.

c, %........ 0.29

Ma, % . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0,39
F’,70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.017
S,yo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.035
Si,YO...............,l 0.025
Lower yield point, (according to

parent plote), psi. ., 3;3,000-
30,000

IJltimate strength, psi. ., 61,000
Elongation, over 2 in., %. . . . . . 36.5
Impact energy (Ch:wpy V-

notch), ft-lh
–lo” F . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

00 jj. 3.5
10” F:::::::::::::::::: 4.0
Zo° F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.5
:32”F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.5

Table 2 Brittle-Fracture Tests of 10-In. Wide Plates Prestrained in Compression after Notching

Avera~e
‘net

compressive
SLTESS,

psi
—.

.,.

34,s00
36,800
35,700

“;6 ,000
30,000
36,400

,,,

3i,”ioo
36,500
31,600
34,800
36, J00
M, 200
33,400
35,600
35,600
35,400
35,400
35,400

35,600
35,600
36,200
3fj, 200
34’,300
38,000
35,200
3s,100
36,000
3s ,100 —

Avwaqe net tension

Obvious
thumbn-

ail
Plate

Alo ~
1310 g
Elo :
F1O ~
G1o h

Average corrrpressiw”

WYOSS 7LOtC]L (10–3 ifl,.)

At Si@fll
cant crack,

Max. applied~
Test

twnper-a-
t’(m,
‘F

—

Psi

Wi ,100
25, S00
19,100
16,500
17,700

22, Too
>33,000

:31,Q()()
>33,000
>33,000

17,400
21,000

>yj ,100”
31,200
18,900
1.7,400

>31,200
26,400

>31,200
:30,600
27,600

>31,200

>31,200
15,300
31,200
26,400

>31,200
30,300
20,000
]2 , ()()(j
27,900
18,600

>31,800
>31, s00

14,400

% of
virgin
yield

%Ofvi

l.st

‘n y;eld
,?in.

on edge

N-one
None
30
40
40

70, over 4“
Buckled
70, over 4“
None
None
5W W
61-50
11-8
W 45
38-27
:~:<-~fj
1:1-s
35–30
51-44
40-3s
35-36
3.5-33

30-~6
30-3(;
2S–2ti
27–29
14-13
y~-~s
33-34
61-61
35–36
ij~_~()

1 in.
w face %d

. . .
.

. . .

.

. . .

—!)
–7
–8
–7
–9

77
87
64
55
58

.,.

.,,

. .

.“.

.
.
..

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .
,..
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
S/4

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

;;;4

. . .

2;/,

. . .

1
...
...
...
31/,

Hlo
110
J 10
Clo
Dlo
13A
I3T3
13(I
13L)
13E
13F
13G
13H ~
131 ;
13J G
13K ~
131, .s

14A ~
14i3 =
14C
lH)
143
I4F
14G
14H
141
14J
141X
141,
14M

76
>1.10

104
>110 .=
>110 Q

58 =
70 g-

>107 :
104 ~
m “L
58 .5

>104 ,:
8s +

>104
102
yj

>104

–9
—7
–11
—7
–9

– 12
–1
–s
–6

– 10
– 10

–8
–9
–s
–5

–11
–11

.,,

3l-ii
33-34
15-1:3
1+9
22-17
~<–zl
1:3-s
21–19
17–17
14–13
9-11

11–9

.
. .
.

.
,..
45

~~~
. . .

3s
4s
. . .
. . .
. .

36
.

~~i

;.5“
15
14
14
15

12

.

. . .

. .

. . .

. .

. . .

.

.

. . .

. . .

. .
.

.

. .

.

——
.
.

..+.

iii
yJ .!

.4.

. .

. . .

. . .

. .

39-I

] g–](J
20-20
21-21
y~-.zl
s-s

:10-2s
lg–~()

:32-36
21–2!2
32-34

– 10
–13

—7
– 10
– 10

–4
–8
–4
—2
–3

–11
–lo

–9

>95
46
95
so “g

>95 ~
(JZ g
(jI cc’
:36 m
85
56

>96
>96

44

Welded at notch roots

# ~ir~t num~er for ~i(]e OF Crmck ini I,i:],t,ion. $ Stress at t’rarture unless preceded by >, signifying that no fraclure occurred.
t Louder noise,

:3



STRAIN, 10-2:

Fig. 3 Plate in testing machine show-
ing plastic hinges and dovetailing T-

heads

range (Table 1). The tcmpemturti was
checked to differ by not more than 10 F
over the significant test area, ThEI
loading was continuous fit a spcwl 0[
about 50,000 lb/minnte, so that gcneml
yield WM rwwhed in about 3 minutes if
tl~eplate did not f’:iilearlier.
PlasticHinges

The T-kids of the pktic hinges
clovetailcd into special pulling hcock
(Fig. 3) which wm held in the jaws of a
400,000-HJ testing machine. The upper
]]ulhn~ hed WaSpUt in pkLCCfirSt, LIld

the” lovwr lml]ing head w:i,s ckmped in
the machine jaws as it was hanging in
place from the test plate and upper pull-
ing ]lead. This hellmcl minimize the in-
plmc eccentricity of kmding. The o[lt-
of-pk,nc ccccntr~uity vms r(~duced :md
gradually eliminated with inmmsjng
load” by the yielding of the hinges.
These win-cmath+of msteel (O.10-O.26 C!;
0.60–1.00 Mn; M:M. 0,04 1’; mm 0.05
S; O.15–0.30 Si; made to fine gra,i71
specifi chtions), with a (continuously slol)-
i]I: vicld rmrv~(no flat yield) and m ulti-
mate strength sibout twice the low(~r
y-ield point, so that the “hiugc” worlmd
over tlm greatest possible range of loads.
The +tress-strmincurve is given ill Fig. 4.
The ctilculatcd efi”(wtivencss 01 the
plastic hinges in ccntcring the load is
shown in the graphs (Fig. 5) of the cx-

0 1 2 3 4 5 4 7 8 9 10

60

50

40

30

~

8
. 20

z

:
% _,
F,

/

*

Fig. 4 Stress-strain diagram of hinge steel

I“BV —

Fig. 5 Extreme vs. average stress in test plate
showing the plastic hinge action

treme stresses over the rmt section of the
tmt pkte (without considering the strms
{wmccntration due to the Ilotches)
plotted against the average net stress.
The graphs were cd(y~li>td for the 11-
hcad initimlly touching cn the onc side
(Fig. 5) and tilted so as to leave a gap of
‘/20 of an inch on the other ;ide, which is
scvmd tim:s more th:m actually ob-
smwd. The calculations only involve
the dctw-mination 01 the stresses in an
cccentrimlly lomdccl wide bwn sub-
jected to prescribed strains and made of

4

a IllA~(>I’i:i~ st,rain-hmdcning mccording to
the curve oi’ Fig. 4. !llw region OA
corresponds to kinds producing only
(~l:i,sticbcncling in the hinges; AB tO

plastic bending of the hinges up to the
momFnt w-hen both sides of the T-head
MVtouchin:; and from B onward to ill-
cre:wing extension of the hinge without
additional bending. It may bc seen
that the ~ccentricity existing at low
lords is quickly wiped out as the hinges
~-ield. At mbout 4070 of average net
vield tlw t+xtremc strcssrs differ by
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Table 3—Brittle-Fracture Tests of Plates Prestrained in Tension Transversely to the Direction of Testing

Max. applied net
averagetension

Impacts

fru2re
loadPsi

33,000
23,600

31,900
34,100
32,000
30,400

30,000
30,000
29,000

>34,500
~33,400

29,700
29,700
22,400
29,200
25,700

29,500
29,100
27,600
30,500
33,600

>37,000
>32,000
>35,200
>32,000

29,000
24,200
27,600

.wection

relative to
% rolling

Type

@
notch,

Plate

—r-----
A2
B2

A<
B3
C3
D3

A4““
B4
C4
1)4
E4

A5
B5
C5
D5
335

A6

%
F6
G6
C6
16
D6
Ef6

A7
337
C7

Direction

relative to

rolling

% of

Vzr@
yield

2.4 II
2.4 II

—9
–9

–11
–3
–3
–8

None
One

None
One
Two
None12,6 II Punched

notches

saw cuts
Saw cuts

Punched
notches

Machined
Machined
Sawed
saw cuts

Punched
notches

– 12
–7
–8
–5
–3

–6
–s
-5
–6
–9

–7

:;
–8
–4
–9
–6
–8
–7

94
94
91

>108
>104 .-

93 ~

93 :
70 ~
91 %
~o ~
92 .5

91 .G
86 .g
95 +

105
>116
>100
>110
>100

91
76
86

HD
HD

. None

}
1.0 1

+ 16~o (+ 6.4~o of yield) from the av-
erage strms~and at about 50~o of yield
by +2.5~o ( =t1.25% of yield). When
the initial tilt of the T-head is smaller,
the stress differential practically van-
ishes at even smaller a,vcragc stress.
Curves are given [or a mismatch ~ of
0.05, 0.027 and 0.014 in.

others at right angles to it. * The plates described in Section 2h arc given
in Table 2 and in tbe corresponding
graphs of Fig. 8. As may be seen, the
prestraining of notched plates in comp-
ression does embrittk them, since most
fracture at an average stress over the net
section considerably lower than virgin
yield. Actually, failures have been re-
corded down to 36% of virgin yield.
But even more than that, significant
cracking noises have been heard much
before complete fracture, at ~oads down
to 12% of yield, and, in about half the
cases, a thumbnail appeared on the frac-
ture surface at depths between 1 and
31/1 in. from the notch root. Similar
plate tests showed arrested cracks w-hich
develo~d at about 10 to 40% of virgin
yield, but the plates themselves did not
fail when loaded up to 90–95% of virgin
yield. Thusj not only have brittle
fractures been initiated at very low
avcz-ag-cnet stress, but it is obvious that
the cause of fracture lay in the pre-
straincd region which was unable to yield
by the small amount demanded by the
elastically strained areas of relatively
small stress surrounding the notch re-
gion. The concept of want or exhaus-
tion of ductility is clearly exemplified.
This is particularly well shown by the

notches were punched, machined or
sawed. In some of the tests, the plates
were hit with a 6-lb hammer at various
loads. However, this practice obscured
the results of these tests without re-
ducing the fracture load and was dis-
continued.

Standard tension specimens and
Charpy V-notch specimens were made of
plate material prestrained in tension.
The tension tests showed’ that the yield

Plates with Transverse Tensile Prestruin

An earlier series of tests, partially de-
scribed in Refertinc~2, was extended and
completed. It conta,ins plates pre- point is raised considerably in the di-

rection of the prestrain, and that the
yield strength k not lowered in the trans-
verse direction. In fact, generally the
0.0005, 0.001 and 0.002 offset values are

strained in tension as in Fig. 6a and then
cut up in 10-in. squares, notched on the
sides perpendicular to the direction of
prestrain, and welded to pulling heads as
in Fig. 6b so as to be tested transversely all equal or higher than virgin yield.

The effect of prcstrain on the Charpy
V-notch brittle-transition temperature
is shown in Fig-.7. The whole transition
range is seen to bc raised some 150 F by
l% prestrain and 250 F by 2% prestrain
in tension. The direction of the speci-
men relative to the prestrain did not ap-
pear to be significant. These results
agree with earlier tests on similar
steels.4

to the prestrain. Early in the series,
plastic hinges were welded between plate
and pulling heads, and later the hinges
were made as in Figs. 1 and 2, dovetailing
in the pulling heads. Some plates wer~
prestrained in the direction of rolling,

* C. +. ‘rurncr of the Imperial College, Lon-
don, pointed out a discrepancy in Reference 2
w-hich lcd the authors to scrutinize the experi-
mental data and to find that in Table 3 of that
paper plates A-4 to D-6 should have bcon ro-
portod as prestrained in the direction of rolling
and tested transversely- to it. ~lates A-2 to B-3
were correctly, repo: bed. The complete ~eries
of the~e test~, mcludmg the new results, is given
m Table 3 of the present paper.

Test Results

Th~ results of the prccornpressed
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Fig. 6 Welded plates with prestrain
transverse to the direction of testing

punching is not the sole cause of low-
stress fractures. This is indicated by
the plates with punched notches but no
prestrain which always failed at higher
average stress than the plates with pre-
strain. In addition, all the longi-
tudinally prestrained plates described in
Reference 2 failed well above virgin yield
(but well below the raised yield) in spite
of having punched notches. The in-
fluence of the combination of transverse
prestrain and punching is clear.

Residual Stresses

The compressive prestrain of already
notched plates produces yielding at the
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Fig. 7 Charpy-notch impact tests of steel prestrained in tension

cracks which were initiated at very low
stress and were arrested at some distance
from the highly prestrained tip, and by
the inability of the remaining unstrained
net section to fracture at loads producing
general yielding. This low-stress frac-
ture at a small depth of notch and the
inability to fracture at high stress at
the greater depth of notch plus arrested
c~ack, and even more the arrest of a run-
mng crack of the highest possible sharp-
ness at a length greater than when it
started, raise serious questions as to the
usefulness and perhaps even the appli-
cability of energy theories of fracture in
the problem of fracture initiation. It
will be recalled that they predict an
average fracture stress inversely pro-
portional to the square root of the notch
length.

The plates prest,rained transversely
to the direction of testing and then
punch-notched failed systematically at
average net stress below virgin yield but
not as low as the pmcompressed plates.
The lowest value was 70~o of virgin
yield (Fig. 9). The punching was cho-
sen as a very severe punishment of the
steel, known to induce fractures at aver-
age stress of yield level.~T However,

notch roots, and upon removal 01 the
load obviously leav~s the region of frac-
ture tiltiation with appreciable re-
sidual stresses. These stresses are often
considered to add to the externally ap-
plied stresses to produce early fracture.
A discussion of their effect seems appro-
priate. Earlier investigators have con-
cluded that the residual stresses in the
vicinity of a weld in a plate do not have a
significant influence on brittle fracture,
and also that they can be reduced con-
siderably by low-temperature stress-
relief procedures. However, other tests
of wide plates of high transition-temper-
ature steel with long welds and with
notches made before welding and ex-
tending into the regions affected by the

heat of welding, produced low-average-
stress fractures, and even some spon-
taneous cracking over short distances
beyond the notch roots.s Ig,10,12 Several
stress-relieving methods were recently
tried on similar plates.13 Low-temper-
ature tests in tension parallel to the
weld showed that the unrelieved plates
fractured at low stress, but plates an-
nealed above the transformation tern-
peralmre, or stretched in the direction
of the weld at a temperature above

brittle transition, or (with slightly less
success) plates stress relieved at low
temperature, fractured only when the
average net stress reached yield values.
Since brittle Iractures occurred in the
presence of initial tensile stresses, but
not after their removal, these tests were
presented as proof of the importance of
initial stresses in brittle fracture. IIow-
ever, earlier tests indicate that the con-
ditions governing brittle fracture may be
more complicated. Thusj tests~~ of a
nature similar to those just described but
with the notch made after welding did
not lead to low-stress fractures, although
the plates must have had high residual
welding stresses, reaching and perhaps
exceeding yield point at the notch roots.
These tests were considered as proof of
the unimportance of residual stresses in
brittle fracture. The explanation of the
low-stress fractures of the prenotched
welded plates is that a very high strain-
~gl~ occurs at the roots of the notches
during the cooling of th~ weld. In ef-
fect, ‘the heat-affected zones without
notches are strained by something of the
order of 1‘~.. In the presence of notches,
extremely high local strains will occur
and will exhaust the ductility at the
most dangerous areas. On the con-
trary, the cooling of the unnotched weld
mm produces a uniform permanent
strain but with residual stresses of yield
level. Upon notching at room tem-
perature, the plastic deformation of the
notch roots will be much lCSSthan with
prenotched plates, although residual
stresses of yield level will remain at the
notch area. The efficacy of the stress
relief at a temperature above transi”or-
mation is not surprising since it restores
the ductility of prestrained steel. The
results obtained by prestrs,ining in ten-
sion at temperatures above transition
indicate the importance of the strain hk-
tory of the material. Similar results
were obtained earlier by prestratiing
notched plates. ~G In the tests described
in Reference 2 tensile prestrain was sim-
ilarly found to increase the fracture
stress even above general virgin yi~ld,
but not above the raised yield strength.

Since some amount of yielding usually
precedes brittle fracture and, in essence,
wipes out any pre-existing residual
stresses, these carmot in general have an
important influence in brittle fracture.
Thus, one may assume a plate of those
failing at low average stresses, say 50~o
of virgin yield, with high residual tensile
stresses at the notches. At 30 or 4070 of
virgin yield the -plate is still unbroken,
but yielding has certainly occurred at
the notch roots since the elastic factor 0[
stress concentration is very high. If at
this point the loading is stopped and re-
duced to a small value, the residual ten-
sion at the notch roots will be found tO

have disappeared and perhaps even be
changed into a small amount of com-
pression. If the unloading does not pro-
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. duce yielding in compression (and a load 0.04

0.03

0.02
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may be left onto ensure this), it does not
in any way zfkct the plate which, upon
reloading, should fail at the same low
load as if the loading had been con-
tinuous. Yet,. the -elate of interrupted
loading may tie free’of initial strcss& or
even have msiclual stress of reversed
sign. T’he only dfect of the initial m-
residualtension is to increase sliihtlv the
plastic defoi-mstion preceding f~~ct~re at
the root of the notch, but this strain
must be a little larger yet still of the or-
der of the elastic strain at the limit of
elasticity. Usually, the plastic strains
preceding brittle fracture are many
times larger, so that the small impor-
tance of residual stresses is obvious.
However’, the residual stress may have an
influence when the ductility at the notch
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roots is so highly exhausted and the
material is so brittle that it cannot
w-ithstand plastic strains of the order of
0.001 in. Then even’’snontaneous’’frac-
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Fig. 8 Brittle-fracture res.ults of longitudinally precompressed plates
tmrescould be tixpecteciover regions with
residual tension ofyidclintrnsity. This
is what probably happened in the trsts
mentioned ea,r-lier. It is obvious, how-
ever, that the rtal cause of fracture is
the very low steel ductility at the test
temperature and not, the residual

,. stresses, since, even if free of residual
stresses, these plates should have frac-
tured at very low loads (such as the ar-
rested cracks at about 10~o of virgin
yield mentioned in Paragraph 3). In
fact, fracture should occur at an average
stress which, multiplied by the very
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Fig.9 Britt[e-fracture results of transversely prestrained plates

high elastic factor of stress concentra-
tion, would give yield stress at the notch.
However, the visible signs of small
amounts of plasticity in actual brittle
failures seem toindicate that such high
exhaustion of du[;tility is not usual. It
thus appears that in the usual circum-
stances the residual stresses should bc of
small importance, but even when they
have an influcncc this is onlv to hasten a great importance. The strain history at

the notchm appears as a factor of great

S. Lank fo,d, W. T., “Effecfi of Cold Work
on the Mechanical Properties of Pressure Vessel
Steels,” Tnn W“iW,DINa JOURNAL, 35 (4), Rcsmrch
Stlppl., 195., to 20!5-s (1956).

9. Greene, T. W., “Evaluation of Effect of
Residual Stresses,” Ibid., 2S (5), Research SUPPL,
193-s to 204-s (1949).

10. Week, R., “Experiments on Brittle Frac-
ture of ~teel Resulting from Residual Welding
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fracture initiation w-hich sh~uld anyway
happen at a low load. The importance
of the small average nd applied-stress
criterion of brittleness of fracture re-
mains valid even in the nresence of in-

significance,
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